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Background and aim: The number of known protein and RNA 3d-structures grows very fast. As the 
number of structure pairs grows faster than computer power in time - it gets harder and harder to use 
pair-wise similarity measures to study the known structures. An alternative is to use structural 
descriptors whose main calculation time is linear in the number of structures. The aim of this work is 
to optimize the Euclidean metric used in the descriptor space to locally be close to RMSD without 
destroying the descriptors superior ability to give large distances between folds.   
 
Method: Relatively low dimensional geometric descriptor vectors are sufficient to recognize protein 
(1, 2) and RNA (3) folds.  In these works a descriptor vector 𝑣𝑖 is (pre)-calculated for each chain 
molecule 𝑀𝑖 and the standard Euclidean distance �𝑣𝑖 − 𝑣𝑗� is used as a similarity measure (in fact a 
pseudo metric) between the original chain molecules 𝑀𝑖  and 𝑀𝑗. The descriptor space is Euclidean 
making all-against-all comparisons, automatic classification (1) and clustering (4) very fast and 
efficient. The goal of this work is to maintain the benefits of a Euclidean descriptor vector space and 
to choose the optimal Euclidean metric � 𝑣𝑖 − 𝑣𝑗�𝑄 = ��𝑣𝑖 − 𝑣𝑗�𝑡𝑄�𝑣𝑖 − 𝑣𝑗� in it. Here 𝑄 is a 
positive semi definite matrix. 
 
For small structural deformations of one chain, most similarity measures are highly correlated with 
RMSD. Therefore Problem 1 is: If protein structure 𝑀𝑖 is a smaller deformation of structure 𝑀𝑗 we 
want to have an isometric representation locally, i.e.,  �𝑣𝑖 − 𝑣𝑗�𝑄 ≅ 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷�𝑀𝑖,𝑀𝑗�.  
Problem 2: As Problem 1 and if proteins 𝑀𝑖 and 𝑀𝑗 belong to different folds we want fold 
separation�𝑣𝑖 − 𝑣𝑗�𝑄 > 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷�𝑀𝑖 ,𝑀𝑗�. 
Problem 3: As Problem 2 but also optimizing the automatic classification procedure presented in (1). 
 
Results: We present an optimal way to formulate Problems 1-3 as linear semi definite optimization 
problems. On protein data our results are: We can improve the local metric properties of the 
descriptor space while maintaining the ability to automatically classify close to the 96% of all chains 
reported in (1). Furthermore, the dimension of the resulting descriptor space drops such that less 
information is needed to be stored.  
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